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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen.  I am delighted to have the opportunities to talk to you today, I am Eliza, we started MaLogic 2 years ago with my partner Royce, so I shared most of your journey here.  MaLogic – when magic meets logic, I represent the logic part, as I worked in market research company for more than 20 years, in Nielsen, GfK and Synovate as it’s Greater China CEO , if you aware Nielsen and GfK are two companies that have the sales data for FMCG and white goods for more than 150 countries, but they are not Big Data yet, they are using traditional data mining method to run the data.  While Royce was ex Ogilvy Chairman, he represents magic part.  We believed nowadays in digital world, there is no more boundary, you all need both magic and logic to create big opportunities.  Right? But how?  And where are the big opportunites?



MaLogic is a professional services 
 
and venture management group  
 
helping businesses to perform and  
 
create value. 
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W H E R E  A R E  T H E      
BIG OPPORTUNITIES 



That was Web 2.0 a decade ago! 
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Presentation Notes
In digital world, not sure if you aware of all these platform, but that was a decade ago.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is in 2016, I don’t believed we have time today to go through all of them, and honestly once you understand all of them, your business already behind the trend.  Whenever you are trying to catch up, there are thousand new platforms are creating and providing you new information and new insight.  



Consulting Services 
咨询服务 

MALOGIC PROVIDES... 

BDMM (BIG DATA MANGEMENT & MARKETING) 
 - A COMPLETE MANAGEMENT PACKAGE!  

Professional Services 
专业服务 

Application modules           
应用工具模块 

Data Platform Management                         
数据平台管理 

Data 
Cleansing 

Data 
Structure 

Data 
Visual 

2nd & 3rdP 
Profiling 

Data 
Tagging 

Automated 
MR 

Campaign 
Plan & Mgt 

CRM Retail 
Tracking 

IOT 
Deploy 

Media 
Optimizer 

Business 
Insights 

Customer 
Journey Training 

System 
Integration 

Marketing 
Services 

Corporate 
Strategy 

Brand 
Strategy 

Business 
Modelling 

Digital 
Transform 

Product 
Strategy 

Annual Service Fees 
服务年费 

SaaS license and  
annual maintenance fees 
软件授权使用及保养年费 

Task / Project based fees 
工作项目费 

Retainer / Project Fees 
项目聘用费 
 

And more… 

And more… 

And more… 

And more… 
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Also today we are not going through this 20 modules that MaLogic normally provides to company.  What I would like to focus today is being you here as a start up, how you can get similar result as big company working with big data.  You know what you possess here is “courage”, and the willingness to challenge the protocol.  So I am going to give a framework to you, something that is easy to remember, easy to digest and once you planning to proceed to next step, you are always welcome to talk to me individually.



Internal data 
Where are you now? 

PAT H  TO  W O N D E R L A N D 
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First of all, I want we all focus on ourselves first, your business success or not, depends on you, the leader of the business.  There are plenty of data available, but we focus on your own nature of business, would that be for entertainment, games, new skin care.  What kind of data you got in house?  Would that be Sales data, customer database, cost of product, production lead time, inventory, staff information etc.  All these are important data that you need to run your business.  They are not BIG DATA, but they are important information and also provide a benchmark for yourself to measure your success or failure for each step of your action.  Both Bill Gates and Warren Buffet said their key success so far is because they are “focus”.  



External data 
Customers profile? 

Competitors? 

Internal data 
Where are you now? 

PAT H  TO  W O N D E R L A N D 
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Second step is to look at external data.  This is still focus on your own industry.  While you need to look at competitor landscape, what is developing in the outside world.  What is available outside world, there are data with Location insight (available through wifi sensor), with customer profile with their online landscape (available through Google and Facebook), customer total purchase behavior (through distributor like MaLogic).  All this will provide you information about the market share, what is your total potential etc.  



External data 
Customers profile? 

Competitors? 

Internal data 
Where are you now? 

Touched Data 
Need to review and consolidate data  

that you have touched 

PAT H  TO  W O N D E R L A N D 
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When you have both internal and external available, you will need to review and consolidate both set of data that you have touched, and that will likely generate information like where is the current unmet needs of the customers, that is customer needs certain product, but there is no such product in the market.  Or the target audience for your product was much younger than you expect.  Like one golf gear provider always advertise in old mature magazine for their products, after using the Location insight, and realized that those that went to golf course are only at average age of 28, then he needs to have much younger look golf gear and also advertise in different medium.



External data 
Customers profile? 

Competitors? 

Internal data 
Where are you now? 

Untouched Data 
Constant evolve is the key success  

factor. Touched Data 
Need to review and consolidate data  

that you have touched 

PAT H  TO  W O N D E R L A N D 
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After consolidation, some businesses feel that they have everything with them, and not developing, then he will realize only 6 months to 1 year, his business went to a peak and start losing market share.  This period is much shorter in China, for some industry it is mature and peak in 3 months,  much longer in US and some parts of Europe, especially longer in Eastern Europe.  No matter where you are, a business needs to constant evolve to maintain the momentum of refreshing the product.  So you will need to explore the untouched data, what are those data that you never consider useful to you, like electricity usage frequency, health care data, new born baby data, will these data have any impact to your business one way or the other?   



Create Data 
Create data relationship and  

used for your own  

development External data 
Customers profile? 

Competitors? 

Internal data 
Where are you now? 

Untouched Data 
Constant evolve is the key success  

factor. Touched Data 
Need to review and consolidate data  

that you have touched 

PAT H  TO  W O N D E R L A N D 
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Data available in the market are those that is on transactional base, that is what we called “first dimension data”, we recommend you to create a second and third dimension data in your data management platform.  This is the area that you can innovate and create a new landscape or product to your business.  MaLogic in fact has a specialized product for this area, we called this 10/10, that is we look at the previous 10 years trend and how we forecast to future 10 years.  We will correlate data relationship, and create insight for car, skin care as well as digital provider what they need.  Last but not least, we do need CEO or owner of the business heavily involve in this area, because no one know your business more than yourself. 



Create Data 
Create data relationship and  

used for your own  

development External data 
Customers profile? 

Competitors? 

Internal data 
Where are you now? 

Validate data 
Use research to validate the  

new product or approach 

Untouched Data 
Constant evolve is the key success  

factor. Touched Data 
Need to review and consolidate data  

that you have touched 

PAT H  TO  W O N D E R L A N D 
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Now you should have created your version 2.0 or 3.0 product line that generated from BIG DATA, then you will need to take quick action.  Another key reason why a lot of people say international brands in China are losing share to local players,  the reason is lack of speed and the need of going through a long process of approval and validation.  Normally is 2 years.  While for SME, or start up, you have the courage to go out and test the market, you have chance to win, but also have a bigger chance of losing.  We suggest using a quick turnaround validation process to check if your product has a market potential including the pricing and concept are all fit for the market needs.  With the current research methodology, you can have feedback as short as 5 days in validation your concept, definitely this is worthwhile to proceed.  Because you don’t want yourself to be one of those start up that failed in first four years.



C A S E  S T U DY  



1 

2 

3 

4 

Unmet 
needs Large unmet needs found in search engine. 

Brand Found a brand that is trustworthy 

Price  Use big data to validate the best price 

Channel 
This entrepreneur has an exclusive right for this 
product and use online push back to those 
consumers that search before. 
。 

 

A  C A S E  S T U DY  I N  C H I N A  –  Y U N N A N  B A I YAO 
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Presentation Notes
There are a lot of similar case studies, however due to sensitivity and client’s concern, we couldn’t share many of those.  Today I picked this product, because the product ownership wasn’t the brand, was another IT company.  This product was launched in 2015, so passed the sensitivity timing. This is a case study in China, a product that developed based on ecommerce unmet needs, a digital company based on several ecommerce website big data found there was a key word that was searched but couldn’t land on any purchase online.  This group of target audience, mostly are students and very mobile commerce based. The digital company identified the opportunity and found the biggest Chinese medicine brand – Yunnan Baiyao and asked them to develop this product.  With a minimum order, such product was developed. This product is only available online and digital company pushed the product to previous target segment and completed a high margin sales.  The whole process is three months time from identified the gap to product delivered. 



 
Tel: HONG KONG +852 95341587 /  CHINA +86 18616672233 

Contact: eliza.wong@malogicgroup.com 
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